
DREAMS MAKE YOU FEEL LOVED

Do you long to feel loved and special? Experiencing
God sending personal messages, night after night, is
enough to fill anyone with happiness - including you!

DREAMS CIRCUMNAVIGATE THE MIND

Your mind can sometimes get in the way of good
decisions. Dreams reveal unhelpful thinking, unveil
blind spots, and overcome personal stumbling blocks. 

DREAMS ARE FUN

Dreams contain wordplay, riddles, and parables to
unravel; you get a wonderful a-ha moment when you
understand, and it might make you laugh-out-loud too! 

DREAMS MAKE SENSE OF YOUR LIFE 

Do you like to know where you’re going in life, why
things are happening to you, and what’s up ahead so
you can be prepared? Dreams can help with that!

YOU CAN MEET GOD IN DREAMS

God regularly turns up in dreams in all sorts of
unexpected and covert ways. Maybe you have talked
with Him in your own dreams and didn’t even know it!

DREAMS ARE PERSONAL

Do you need direction, but feel fed up with all the
conflicting advice out there? Dreams are tailored to help
you make good decisions - that are just right for you. 

DREAMS ARE CREATIVE

Did you know that inventions and creative ideas often
come in dreams? What solutions do you need right
now? The answers could be right there in your dreams.  

DREAMS FEEL LIKE TOUCHING HEAVEN 

Would you love to have had angelic visitations and
heavenly encounters, just like we read about in bible
times? Well maybe you have - in your dreams! 

A PICTURE IS WORTH 1000 WORDS 

Do you love  watching movies? Just like them, dreams
can take you beyond your natural life to a place filled
with insight and inspiration to help you succeed! 

EVERYBODY DREAMS

Everyone dreams. So what if they actually contain
messages from heaven? That would mean everybody
can learn to hear from God - including you!
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